SPREADER HOPPER VIBRATORS

For SNOW & ICE CONTROL EQUIPMENT

VIBCO Delivers Now, Not Later!

VIBCO

www.spreadervibrator.com
1-800-633-0032
SPREADER HOPPER VIBRATORS

VIBCO DC-450
- Tough & Reliable
- 12 & 24 Volt Models
- Use on your V-box to keep your ice control mix moving!

Keep On The Go In The Snow!
- Easy push button operation keeps you safe and warm inside your cab.
- Don’t beat up your equipment or your body by shoveling. Vibrate your clogs away!

Stop Shoveling Start Vibrating

"We used to bang on the sides of our trucks..."
Material bridged and stuck in the bin. High humidity, low temperatures, an aggressive sand to salt ratio, and a v-shaped box made for very slow going. We were climbing up on the truck to shovel the mix or bang on the hopper on just about every job. Banging and shoveling solved the problem, but it slowed us down, damaged the bin and was a safety concern. I talked to my equipment guy and he recommended a VIBCO SandBuster 12 Volt DC Vibrator for the job. It was easy to install and has made a big difference in our efficiency. Thanks!

S. Dierdorff, Pennsylvania

800-633-0032 • www.spreadervibrators.com
Move Wet Materials In Your Side Dump Body With VIBCO's BIG BERTHA DC-3500

With 6 force settings for any size body.

NOTE: The Correct placement of a VIBCO vibrator is on the sloping part of the hopper.

Spread Ice Control Mix Faster! Use VIBCO’s DC-900

USE ON ANY OF THESE EQUIPMENT BRANDS:
AIR-FLO, ALL-SEASON, BBI, BONNELL, C.U.E., CURTIS, DOWNEASTER, FISHER, FLINK, FONTAINE, FOX, HIEL, HINKER, HI-WAY, HENDERSON, ICEWAY, LAWTON, LINCO, LONDON, MEYER’S, MONROE, SWENSON, TARCO, TORWEL, TYMCO, WESTERN & MORE!!

VIBCO’s DC-60 is made of a Corrosion Resistant material and is completely Weather Proof - it will stand up to the harshest CONDITIONS. Be Amazed by our weather proofing test on YouTube. Search VIBCO DC-60 www.youtube.com/watch?v=hrDLsRv4iOQ

For Even Spreading with Your Tailgate Spreader Use VIBCO’s DC-60

SPREADER STYLE | CAPACITY (Yardage) | VIBCO MODEL NO. | WIRING KIT NO. | MOUNTING PLATE NO.
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Tailgate Spreader | 1 | DC-60 | WK-3 | DCM-1
V-Box Spreader | 1 to 2 | DC-450T | WK-1 | UM-2
V-Box Spreader | 3 to 5 | DC-700 | WK-1 | UM-7
V-Box Spreader | 5 to 7 | DC-900 | WK-2 | UM-3
V-Box Spreader | 7 to 10 | DC-1600 | WK-2 | UM-4
Dumpbody | 5 to 8 | DC-3500/2500 | INCLUDED
Dumpbody | 8 TO 16 | DC-3500 | INCLUDED
Dumpbody | 15 TO 30 | DC-3500 | INCLUDED

NOTE: THE STANDARD MOUNTING PLATES LISTED ARE REGULAR STEEL. PLATES FOR STAINLESS STEEL & ALUMINUM BINS ARE AVAILABLE. CALL YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR INFORMATION TODAY!
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Got Dumpbodies in Your Fleet?

Find Out About Sand Buster Today.

800-633-0032

VIBCO Vibrators are your best choice

- VIBCO offers 24 hour technical Support to assist you with your installation or troubleshooting.
- VIBCO offers same day shipment on all our standard products. No waiting, we have the quality vibrators you need, when you want them.
- VIBCO has an extensive dealer network across North America so you can purchase VIBCO from your trusted local suppliers.

Call Us Today 1-800-633-0032

Got Dumpbodies in Your Fleet?

BIG BERTHA

DUMPBODY VIBRATORS

BY VIBCO

Move stubborn materials quickly and safely with less wear and tear on your truck!

Call VIBCO today to request a BIG BERTHA Catalog

Call Your Dealer Today for Extraordinary Service and On Time Delivery